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1.  Introduction 
In December 2007 the Forestry Commission contracted PLAYLINK to undertake an 
evaluation of ‘playable areas’ in terms of: 

• progress in implementing Forestry Commission objectives in respect of play 

• identifying barriers, if any, preventing best possible implementation of the play 
objectives. 

The Forestry Commission’s overarching objective in respect of play is summarised in the 
introduction of the commission’s Design Guidance for Play Spaces, published in March 
2006: 

‘Our aim is to create naturalistic play spaces that act as a springboard for children’s 
engagement with forests and woodlands as a whole.  They should encourage children to 
explore the natural environment and to take part in active play where they have the 
opportunity to create their own play environment and activities.’ 

The Design Guide, with its companion guide, Rope Swings, Dens, Tree Houses and Fires, 
together take forward the findings and recommendations of the Growing Adventure1 report, 
also published in March 2006. 

The six areas that formed the basis of this assessment were chosen because they 
represented different aspects of the FC estate, from traditional forest and woodland to land 
on the urban fringe.  They are: Jeskyns, Kent; Westonbirt, Gloucestershire; Rosliston, 
Derbyshire; Hamsterley Forest, County Durham; Bedgebury, Kent; Livia, Salford. 

2. Structure of this report 
This report will: 

• summarise progress made, and barriers impeding further progress 

• summarise recommendations. 

The second section of the report will discuss: 

• play provision 

• play and Forestry Commission wider objectives 

• consultation  

• the play offer 

• disability 

• thoughts from the urban fringe 

• risk, risk management, industry standards and play 

• teenagers 

• publicity and promotion 

• organisational processes and structures 

• budgets, year-end spend 

• maintenance. 

                                                 
1 Report by Tim Gill for the Forestry Commission 
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3.  Overview 
The Forestry Commission has, in a short space of time, made remarkable progress toward 
achieving its key play objectives.  The basis of this progress can be summarised under four 
main headings: 

• a clear policy framework and associated FC guidance; 

• the process – in particular, the involvement of FC personnel – undertaken to 
formulate both policy and guidance; 

• a capacity for inventiveness; a collaborative ethos that encourages scarce resources 
to be well-deployed; the often significant contribution to projects by volunteers;  

• the level of understanding, commitment and focus of key Forestry Commission staff 
at local, regional and national level.     

There is, inevitably, more work to be done to achieve further progress.   There are a number 
of key areas which, from PLAYLINK’s perspective, require further attention and debate.  
These include: 

1. the ‘spingboard’ theory:  the degree to which some play offers can in practice act as 
a springboard for children and young people’s wider engagement with the forest and 
woodlands as a whole; 

2. the degree to which teenagers in particular can be encouraged to visit and enjoy 
forests and woodlands; 

3. the nature and scope of the play offer; 

4. issues associated with risk and play, and risk management; 

5. questions of process and organisational structures that have a bearing on the design 
of play opportunities and the subsequent implementation of projects. 

The first four points above identify areas which will always be matters of debate, subject to 
the processes of trial and error, lessons learned only with the benefit of hindsight.  Particular 
responses will vary according to local circumstances.  ‘Local circumstances’ here embrace 
not only the physical characteristics of a site or facility, but also the cultural, social and 
historical dimensions.   
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4. Summary of findings 
Progress in implementing Forestry Commission objectives in respect of play 
4.1. Significant progress in: 

• moving towards designed, landscaped space 

• use of natural materials 

• use of sand, pea gravel bark as impact absorbing surface 

• taking account of the Design Guide 

• developing and sustaining play friendly ethos 

• developing programmes – for example, den building activities – that connect 
children with wider forest and woodland 

• deploying scarce resources imaginatively 

• harnessing energy and knowledge of volunteers. 

4.2. Progress, but variable, in: 

• parents taking children into wider forest  

• getting children to engage with and explore the forest and woodland beyond 
the play space 

• creating design-led, as distinct from engineering-led, contracting 
arrangements  

• providing risk-taking opportunities in play. 

4.3. Barriers to implementing objectives in respect of play 

• parental/adult perceptions of what constitutes a play opportunity 

• local  staff and site management views about play may not be fully consistent 
with FC aspirations 

• difficulty of attracting both adult accompanied and unaccompanied teenagers 
to FC areas 

• consultation: processes that foster and reinforce conventional expectations of 
what a play space should be as distinct from processes that expand and 
explore possibility 

• Forestry Commission publicity highlights convention-type play facilities – 
gives too little prominence to free play in the wider forest and woodland 

• lack of clarity in practice about status of industry play equipment standards 

• play equipment/area inspections narrowly focused on compliance with 
standards.  
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5.  Recommendations 
To encourage play in forest and woodland. 

5.1. Continue to reduce the ‘conventional’ play offer –  in practice the degree to which this 
should be done will vary site to site in response to local circumstances and judgment.  
However, this should be the direction of travel.  

5.2. Continue to develop and promote a non-conventional play offer. 

5.3. Do not develop designated play spaces near car parks or visitor centres.  

To ensure that FC play offer is in line with its key objectives.  

5.4. The Forestry Commission should develop an approach to consultation that is based 
on: 

• exploration and learning, leading to the development of a design brief 

• a clear articulation of, and commitment to, the promotion of FC objectives. 

5.5. Play space design and evaluation workshops/study tours for FC staff and contracted 
parties at visitor contact points to be facilitated.  

5.6. Play space design to start with presumption that play space is for multi-age use. 

5.7. That play opportunities for disabled children are explicitly taken into account.  

5.8. That the potential to offer of water play is explicitly explored when creating play 
opportunities. 

5.9. Particularly in respect of urban fringe developments, FC needs to ensure that local 
Planning Guidance, or simply tradition and the force of habit, does not constrain FC’s 
approach to creating interesting, aesthetically pleasing, non-age bounded play 
spaces.  

To ensure that FC practice in respect of risk and play supports and is in accord with the 
Growing Adventure report.  

5.10. The Forestry Commission initiates an organisation-wide process to develop, and 
adopt, a formal play policy. 

5.11. FC clarifies its position in respect of standards; that is, that are one reference point 
among others to be taken into account when designing play opportunities. 

5.12. FC ensures that play space/equipment inspections and risk assessments are aligned 
with its position on standards. 

5.13. FC facilitates one or more workshops on risk, risk assessment and management (this 
could form part of the play policy development process). 

To address the aim of attracting teenagers to play in the FC estate. 

5.14. Consider how transport barriers to teenagers independently reaching FC areas can 
be overcome by, for example, piloting a once a week free transport run from local 
towns to FC areas. 

5.15. Ensure publicity promotes the richness of the FC ‘offer’. 

 

 

 

To promote FC’s key play objectives. 
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5.16. Review play promotion and publicity with a view to more strongly representing play 
opportunities in forest and woodlands as a whole and the ‘non-conventional’ play 
offers. 

5.17. Review organisational processes and structures for implementing play schemes with 
the aim of ensuring that the process is design-led. 

5.18. Consideration to be given to building into design and landscape budgets a capacity 
to spend after the notional completion or handover date. 

This report turns now to fleshing out the observations and recommendations made above.  
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6.  Play provision 
Play provision here means identifiable and obvious play structures and features and not the 
playable potential of the wider environment.  Play provision may take the form of a 
designated play area, fenced or unfenced; or specifically designed or purchased play 
features located within the wider environment, perhaps alone or in proximity to others.   

Without attempting to assign a grade of ‘play value’ to individual items or areas, in general 
terms, Forestry Commission play provision demonstrably, to a greater or lesser degree: 

• challenges, stimulates, provides opportunities for imaginative play 

• uses natural materials in keeping with the wider environment 

• is design-led 

• surprises and delights - this achieved by deploying artists, sculptors and landscape 
architects to create play features. 

As previously indicated, this does not mean that there are no issues to be examined and 
addressed.  It does mean, however, that the Forestry Commission has almost certainly 
created a ‘springboard’ for further progress. 

For the most part, FC’s play offer is directed towards younger children (0 – 11 years of age) 
and, implicitly or explicitly, assumes that children will be accompanied by adults, either in 
organised formal groups, or with parents, family groupings or individual carers.   There are 
exceptions to this, notably at LIVIA, an urban fringe site, but as a broad generalisation 
teenagers are not attracted to FC sites, certainly unaccompanied by adults, as much as the 
FC would wish.    

The degree to which a specific ‘play offer’ needs to be made to teenagers will be discussed 
later. 

7.  Play and Forestry Commission wider objectives 
The Forestry Commission creates playgrounds, and playable items set in the wider 
landscape, as the means to achieve a particular end.  That end is to encourage children and 
teenagers to engage more fully with the forests and woodlands as a whole.   Playgrounds 
and playable items are seen both as an inducement to children and parents to visit FC 
areas, and as a ‘springboard’ that will prompt them to engage with the wider forest and 
woodland.  

The problem confronting the Forestry Commission, and indeed all play providers, is that 
parents in particular tend to think of play opportunities in conventional play equipment terms, 
being more familiar with the standard, identikit equipped playgrounds common in almost 
every part of the country.   

The Forestry Commission finds itself in the arguably paradoxical position of controlling an 
estate that by any characterisation of play is inherently playable, and yet feels it must invest 
in more or less conventional provision in order to demonstrate to parents that play facilities 
exist for their children, an example here might be Westernbirt.  The paradox is further 
compounded by evidence – admittedly anecdotal, but from FC personnel – that identifiable 
play provision, particularly when located near car park or visitor centre, can in practice act as 
a barrier to, or reduce parents’ interest in, venturing into the wider environment.    

There have been broadly four perfectly logical responses to what in practice is something of 
a conundrum.   They are: 

1. creating designated play spaces in proximity to the car park or visitor centre, 
sending a clear signal that play is provided for and welcome.  Here the adult is as 
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much the target audience as the child, the intention being to create an offer that 
parents (and children) will recognise and value; 

2. in addition to play space being near the car park or visitor centre, to also create 
designated play space away from those facilities;  

3. dispersing obviously identifiable, but individual, play structures and features around 
the wider forest or woodland area.  Inevitably, these need to be in some sense 
conventional if they are to work as a clearly defined ‘play encouraged here’ signal. 

4. A mix of the above. 

 
The chart below shows the range of responses by individual areas.    

 

Playspace near 
entrance and 
visitor facilities 

Playspace away 
from 
entrance/visitor 
facilities 

Playspaces both 
near and away 
from 
entrance/visitor 
facilities 

Playspaces near 
entrance/visitor 
facilities and 
play features 
distributed 
around wider 
site 

Playspace in 
urban fringe 
adjacent to 
Housing Areas  

Westonbirt Bedgebury 
(play trail being 
developed)  

Rosliston Bedgebury Clifton Green 
LIVIA 

Hamsterley Jeskyns  Westonbirt  

 

Given the FC’s wider play objectives, how should it respond to the evidence that parents’: 

1. tend to assess the availability of play opportunities for their children in response to 
conventional indicators: structures; equipment such as slides and swings; clusters of 
‘obvious’ play offers within definable areas? 

2. have a noted tendency to stay in and around the area of a designated play space if 
near car park or visitor centre? 

Equally, there is evidence that children and teenagers enjoy and make use of the wider 
forest and woodland once they engage with it.  The evidence is there in the dens, ropes 
affixed to trees, and sight of youngsters playing in a stream.   

It is argued that the Forestry Commission’s current policy of providing and promoting 
‘conventional’ play opportunities, in particular within playgrounds near car parks and visitor 
centres, in practice undermines, or at least limits, its ability to meet its key strategic goal of 
encouraging ‘children to explore the natural environment and to take part in active play 
where they have the opportunity to create their own play environment and activities.’   This is 
because the current FC approach tends to reinforce culturally generated expectations about 
play and play space.  In practical terms, resources – time, money creative energy – are 
directed toward a process that, arguably, slows progress to the Commission’s key play 
objective: getting children and young people to engage with the wider forest and woodland.    

8.  Recommendations 
R1. Continue to reduce the ‘conventional’ play offer –  in practice the degree to which this 

should be done will vary site to site in response to local circumstances and judgment.  
However, this should be the direction of travel.  
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R2. Continue to develop and promote a non-conventional play offer 

R3. Do not develop designated play spaces near car parks or visitor centres.  

There are risks attached to such an approach, one being the possibility that visitor numbers 
to FC areas may drop, for a period at least, because the play ‘signal’ has been, in the 
public’s mind at least, lost or diluted.   A risk-benefit assessment, which would include an 
assessment of possibly short-term losses (in visitor numbers; in reputation) and the potential 
for medium to long-term gains, will need to be undertaken.  Such an assessment would take 
into account current experience.  For example, the commission has developed play offers 
that, in particular contexts, appear to act as gateways or stepping stones to engagement 
with the wider environment.  There is reason to be confident about this.  Rosliston and 
Bedgebury, for example, report a sense of real engagement with both play space and forest, 
by parents and children alike.  In Bedgebury, observation confirms that children play in the 
playground for some 20 minutes, and then go and spend some 40 minutes in the adjoining 
woodland.  In Hamsterley there was clear evidence of den building in the wider forest.  This 
leads PLAYLINK to the conclusion that the Forestry Commission must more confidently 
assert the playable nature of the actual forest and woodland.  It should not, in other words, 
create distractions from its own fundamental purpose.  This will have a bearing on how the 
FC promotes itself in respect of play, more of which will be said later.  

9.  Consultation 
Consultation of one sort or another has become, in effect, mandatory for most organisations: 
it often forms part of a grant condition; or organisational policy requires it be undertaken.   
PLAYLINK’s experience is that conventional approaches to consultation – for example, 
asking adults and children to choose equipment from catalogues, or asking children to 
design a play space – in practice limits the scope of possibility and reinforces limit notions of 
what constitutes good playable space.  One of the reasons for this has been highlighted in 
this report: popular perceptions of what constitutes a quality play opportunity largely follows 
the equation:  

play = playground = metal equipment, usually in primary colours + rubberised impact 
absorbing surface.  

It follows that any ‘consultation’ based on that addresses parents and children as, in 
essence, customers whose task it is to choose from a selection of items – a process largely 
focused on eliciting lists of what people want or favour – will almost inevitably yield requests 
for conventional play equipment.     

PLAYLINK takes the view that the process of engagement with children, young people and 
adults should focus on the exploration of ideas and a general consideration of the range of 
experiences that might be possible through play.  So far as adults are concerned, 
remembering their own play experiences as children, and seeing a connection between 
these and what they want for their children, helps to widen the horizons of possibility.  It is 
less a process of consultation, though it may be called that, and more a process of 
exploration, learning and dialogue2.  In practical terms, consultation or engagement 
processes should focus on formulating a design brief, as distinct from a wish-list of products, 
that will be interpreted by landscape architects and designers in the context of a particular 
area or site.    

The Forestry Commission has experience of different forms of consultation.  At LIVIA the 
process yielded a desire for equipment, hardly surprising since the process included looking 
at play equipment catalogues.  The other process, at Rosliston, explored ideas, and 

                                                 
2 See Appendix for more on this. 
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encouraged children to think in terms of secret spaces, hiding, being away form others – in 
other words, an exploration of the experiences that a play space might prompt and nurture.  
This type of approach widens the designer’s scope, and allows their skills and creativity to 
be deployed more effectively. 

Consultation, then, should not be understood as a neutral act, a simple collecting of 
opinions.  It needs to be understood in terms of learning, exploration, an engagement 
directed at connecting with the meaning and scope of playfulness. 

10. Recommendation 
R4. The Forestry Commission should develop an approach to consultation that is based 

on: 

• exploration and learning, leading to the development of a design brief 

• a clear articulation of, and commitment to, the promotion of FC objectives. 

11. The play offer 
This section of the report will discuss the play offer in so far as it relates to areas designed, 
and features created or purchased, for play.  The aim here is to draw out general points, 
rather than to present a detailed evaluation of each feature or area.     

This report has already remarked on the remarkable progress, in a relatively short space of 
time, that has been made towards creating more ‘natural’ play offers; offers more aligned 
with Forestry Commission key objectives.   To be commended is the increasing use of sand, 
pea gravel – both with inherent play value – as surfacing around structures and features, 
and as play opportunities in their own right.   

Water, and certainly water with sand, and water with earth, is a key playable element, loved 
by children.  Water is not generally available within FC play areas, nor does water regularly 
form part of play features.  It is accepted that securing a water supply will sometimes be 
impractical, in terms of cost, distance from water supply, or maintenance considerations.   
Equally, providing for water play can be relatively straightforward.  In fact, there is much to 
be said for ‘keeping it simple’.   Hand pumps, taps, hoses, push button mechanisms, are all 
relatively easy ways of delivering water to play areas.   

Given the value of water in play, one key criterion for determining the location of a play 
opportunity should be its proximity to a water source, be that stream, river, lake or mains 
supply.      

There is a tension, discussed earlier, between parents/adult expectations of what a play offer 
should look like, and what actually engages children for relatively sustained periods of time.  
The elements, manipulable, non-prescriptive features that are capable of a range of different 
uses – branches and leaves, for example - respond to children’s play needs and wants.  
Boulders, land moulding, fallen trees are sources of delight and interest.  This raises 
questions about the degree to which, from a play perspective, structures such as the ship 
structure at Bedgebury offer play opportunities, as distinct from their function as signal or 
indicator that play is provided for – this signal, perhaps, mainly directed at parents.   

It will be useful to consider the Bedgebury ship structure in a little more detail.  Not in terms 
of issuing a definitive judgment about its play value, but as a means of exploring the type of 
questions that need to be asked of any play offer.   
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                                      Bedgebury 

Any assessment of play value is to a significant degree a matter of judgment.  In addition, 
such judgments are not usefully formed without taking account of the context in which a 
particular feature stands.  The context includes not only the immediate area, but also the 
wider physical environment, its accessibility, and the social context in which the play offer 
subsists.  Questions to be asked include, for example, does the wider environment allow for 
or invite play, or does a culture of prohibition and restriction artificially limit its potential 
playability? 

The ship at Bedgebury was designed, along with the rest of the play trail, to make a 
connection with the Pinetum by representing the adventures of a plant hunter.  The play area 
is attractive, with a range of play features.  The ship itself is a relatively large wooden 
structure, it has two decks, one at approximately 1.5 metres, the second at approximately 2 
metres, above ground level.  A semi-enclosed cabin type unit at ground level is formed by 
the sides and upper deck of the ship.  Access to the lower deck is via a relatively gentle, 
wide ramp, a rope net and steeper climbing board with handholds; access to the higher deck 
is via the lower deck by a couple of steps.   The decks are enclosed by barriers except at 
entry/exit points.  A slide is also connected to the lower deck.   There is flagpole and sail on 
the lower deck. The structure stands within a large sand covered area.     

The ship itself has no manipulable elements, the entry/exit points are relatively tame, 
certainly for older children. The play ‘offer’ comprises: the routes to the (relatively low) deck; 
the experience of (relatively low) height; use of the not very steep slide; and, of course, 
engagement of the child’s imagination in ways that cannot be predicted.   

The structure was designed to be ‘age-appropriate’ for younger children, with the area’s 
other structures and features supplying more varied play opportunities.  However, it would 
be possible to design features for the ship that were out of reach of smaller children, 
effectively limiting access for them (in addition, the very young children will be supervised by 
parents), but creating more play opportunities generally.  In addition, a double slide would 
offer more opportunities for the inclusion of disabled children.  

The ship undoubtedly has a presence on the site, and certainly works as a signal or indicator 
that play is on offer.    

The strategic question is whether the ship offers the best possible use of resources for the 
amount of play opportunities it offers.   Would, for example, an offer of water play offer more 
play value over time than the stable and unmoving ship?  Could more challenging features 
have been added?  The response to these questions will be judgment-based.  Part of that 
judgment will incorporate consideration of what play opportunities could have been created 
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for a similar (or less) amount of time, effort and money.   Equally, the structure needs to be 
considered in the context of its wider surroundings.  The judgment might be that, taking 
account of the range of play opportunities in the area as a whole, what has been described 
as ‘tame’ may be precisely its virtue for many children. Equally, the characterisation ‘tame’ 
might be objected to, and a different assessment made.   There is no one correct answer to 
the type of questions posed here.  But the sort of considerations raised here – they are not 
exhaustive – form part of the framework for making judgments about the quality of play 
opportunities.   

 
                   Westonbirt 

12. Disability 
In the section above, reference was made to double width slides; that play items such as 
these can enhance the play offer to at least some disabled children.  A key quality of such 
slides is that their use is not restricted to disabled children – the general play offer is not 
‘dumbed down’, but extended for all children.  This is a key principle when creating inclusive 
play opportunities: they should not, as a general rule, be designed for the exclusive use of 
disabled children and young people, but be of interest to all youngsters.  This leads to a 
further distinction in respect of disabled children and young people and spaces for play: as a 
general rule, ‘accessibility’ refers to the need to ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, 
that all children and young people are able to get to playable areas.   This does not mean 
that each play feature or item must be accessible to all children.  This position is spelt out in 
more detail in an extract from PLAYLINK’s baseline play policy, in Appendix Two of this 
report.   As a general observation on the sites visited, accessibility to playable areas was 
generally acceptable, having due regard to the nature of the general environment.   
However, a more explicit focus on disability when creating play opportunities would prompt 
an extension of the play offer to disabled children.     

13. Thoughts from the urban fringe  
LIVIA is an important development on the urban fringe, contrasting with the more rural areas 
that we assessed.  Unlike the other areas reviewed, LIVIA has a doorstep clientele.  
Problems of transport to the play space do not arise and this means that teenager’s 
potentially form part of the user group.  As do toddlers, parents and other local residents and 
workers.  In some sense LIVIA can be thought of as a hothouse where ideas are tested fairly 
intensively.  One such idea is the degree to which a play space needs to be age-appropriate 
or age-bounded.   

There appears to be a general assumption – across play providers of all types - that age-
ranges need to be segregated, particularly perhaps when providing for very young children.   
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The findings of consultation exercises tend to echo this view, with parents expressing 
concerns about toddlers’ safety if sharing space with older children.   Interestingly, 
experience at LIVIA suggests that there is no reason in principle why it should be assumed 
that play space needs to be designed on the assumption that age ranges need to be kept 
separate from each other.     

 
                                  LIVIA 

The play area there was designed with three zones in mind: toddler, active, and social.  
Though conceptually and spatially zoned, there are no physical barriers between them, the 
thinking being that children of any age can try any piece of equipment in any zone.    
Forestry Commission staff report that the play area has made a difference now that children 
and young people are using the site; and the whole site is being better used by all local 
people.  Staff assess that Clifton Green makes an interesting offer to teenagers as well as 
younger children – it’s a good area for hanging around.  The roundabout at Clifton Green is 
particularly popular with the girls.  Young people gather along the path meeting on the 
boulders laid out on the path.   

Two points emerge here that have a bearing on the points made about consultation above: 

1. it is not helpful to think about space in terms of age-bounded behaviour, or age-
bounded usage.  Actual use of an area or space is affected by a number of factors, 
not the least of them being the time of day.   Different ages, interests and groupings 
use the same space in different ways, at different times and in different combinations.  
This understanding helps to counter simplistic notions that attempt to divide space 
into ‘age-appropriate’ or ‘age-bounded’ packages.   This is a general point. It is 
accepted that it has more bearing in respect of urban fringe developments than other 
parts of FC estate.  

2. there is no inherent reasons why different ages should not use the same space at the 
same time.  Indeed, it can be argued that is a social good that children of different 
ages mix with each other. Once again, this understanding helps to counter 
conventional ideas about land-use planning. 

This does not mean that there will never be occasions when particular age ranges are 
catered for, though this need not imply that there are ‘hard’ barriers between such spaces.  It 
does mean that there should no automatic presumption that this will be the case.  There is 
benefit in different ages mixing.    

The points made above are of general application. However, thinking more widely about 
urban fringe sites in particular, it is likely that FC developments will need to negotiate the 
local planning system prior to implementing schemes. PLAYLINK is aware that many 
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planning authorities work to guidelines and policies that in practice favour age-specific play 
spaces, or make an assumption that fencing is always required around designated play 
areas or features.  FC should be prepared to challenge policies and assumptions that 
undermine the essentials of its approach to play and spaces for play.    

14. Recommendations 
R5. Play space design and evaluation workshops/study tours for FC staff and contracted 

parties at visitor contact points to be facilitated.  

R6. Play space design to start with presumption that play space is for multi-age use. 

R.7. That play opportunities for disabled children are explicitly taken into account.  

R.8. That the potential to offer of water play is explicitly explored when creating play 
opportunities. 

R9. Particularly in respect of urban fringe developments, FC needs to ensure that local 
Planning Guidance, or simply tradition and the force of habit, does not constrain FC’s 
approach to creating interesting, aesthetically pleasing, non-age bounded play 
spaces.  

15. Risk, risk management, industry standards and play 
The suite of publications - Design Guidance for Play Spaces; Rope Swings, Dens, Tree 
Houses and Fires; and the Growing Adventure report - together articulate a positive 
approach to risk and play, and the need for the FC to manage risk with reference to their key 
objective, which is to develop in children and young people a love of the natural 
environment.  This is nurtured through supporting and encouraging children and young 
people to engage with forest and woodlands by, for example, making dens, climbing and 
swinging on ropes, swimming and paddling, and much else.  This has led to the 
development of a ‘culture of permission’, the ethos that activities should not be prohibited or 
curtailed if the risk associated with them are reasonable in the circumstances.  Thus the 
considered and positive stance taken to den building, ropes swings and fires. 

There are, however, areas of FC practice in respect of risk assessment, management and 
the role of standards that would benefit from further consideration.   The FC’s Design 
Guidance suggests that the ‘European play standards (EN1176 & EN1177), should be 
considered’ when designing play spaces.  The next sentence then makes the point that ‘Fall 
heights should meet the current standards’.  It is not clear why one aspect of the standard 
should be deemed in effect mandatory for FC play provision, when the standard as a whole 
is required only to be ‘considered’.   There is in fact further ambiguity here.  The FC 
recommends in its ‘Rope swings, dens, treehouses and fires’ guidance a generally 
acceptable fall height level of 2 metres. The European Standard, by way of contrast, 
suggests a free fall height no greater than 3 metres.  

In fact, as we understand it, current practice – if not policy – is, in principle, to adhere to the 
play equipment industry standard even though FC has made a point of developing its own 
design and build responses to creating playful environments and moved away from the 
purchase of manufactured play equipment.  

This ambiguity filters through to the process of external inspections where, from the reports 
PLAYLINK has viewed, judgments are made in relation to compliance with the standard.  
This is to be expected if that is what the client inspection brief requires, either explicitly or by 
implication.   The strategic question that needs to be addressed is: has the Forestry 
Commission created self-imposed constraints on its capacity to provide more challenging, 
unusual and stimulating play opportunities?  On the one hand, FC policy on standards would 
suggests the answer is ‘no’ – standards only need to be ‘considered’, and their 
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appropriateness judged in relation to particular situations; on the other hand, there appears 
to be ambiguity in, or at least an unresolved tension between, FC’s policy and practice.   

It will be helpful to briefly summarise the position in respect of standards and risk 
assessment3.  The position is: 

• industry play equipment standards are not mandatory 

• risk assessment is the key process for making judgments about risk levels, including 
about the appropriateness of adhering, or not, to standards in any given situation 

• risk assessment necessarily incorporate judgments about the benefits to be derived 
from an activity. 

Authoritative legal opinion – Counsel Opinion – commissioned by PLAYLINK set out the 
position as follows: 

‘In my opinion, the proper approach to British and European standards is not to 
regard them as laying down a compulsory standard to be followed slavishly in all 
cases, but as a guideline demonstrating the general consensus as to what would 
constitute sensible precautions in any given case.  If a rational process of risk 
assessment, together with a balance of cost, risk and benefit can justify 
departure, then there would be no failure to exercise reasonable care’ 
{Emphasis in original opinion) 

Further, after highlighting the need for a robust play policy base that helps to establish a 
framework for making judgments about what constitutes ‘reasonableness’, the Opinion 
continues: 

‘Central, however, to the exercise of the balance is the undertaking of a careful risk 
assessment.  Where there has been a careful risk assessment, resulting in a 
conclusion that it is permissible for play to involve a risk of injury, by reason of the 
resultant benefits, I am confident that Courts would be sympathetic to a Defendant, in 
the event of an accident and subsequent litigation.’4 

As with judgments about play value discussed above, risk assessment is a process that 
revolves around the making of judgments.  Those judgments are made in the context of what 
might be reasonable in the circumstances. Those ‘circumstances’ necessarily include taking 
account of the Forestry Commission’s broad objectives, and those with respect to children 
and young people in particular.   From this perspective, a feature that would in some 
circumstances be deemed an unacceptable hazard, in the context of FC objectives could be 
understood as a positive attribute of the environment and may, when encountered, be the 
occasion of useful learning.   The Play Safety Forum’s Managing Risk Statement 
summarises the position: 

‘It is the job of all those responsible for children at play to assess and manage the 
level of risk, so that children are given the chance to stretch themselves, test and 
develop their abilities without exposing them to unacceptable risks. This is part of a 
wider adult social responsibility to children. If we do not provide controlled 
opportunities for children to encounter and manage risk then they may be denied the 
chance to learn these skills. They may also be more likely to choose to play in 
uncontrolled environments where the risks are greater. 

                                                 
3 Play England has commissioned a guide to Managing Risk in Play Provision (working title).  The 
authors are: Professor David Ball, Tim Gill, Bernard Spiegal. 
4 Counsel Opinion at www.playlink.org.uk 
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Providers should strike a balance between the risks and the benefits. This should be 
done on the basis of a risk assessment. Crucially, this risk assessment should involve 
a risk-benefit trade-off between safety and other goals, which should be spelt out in 
the provider's policy….Another factor is the learning that can take place when 
children are exposed to, and have to learn to deal with, environmental hazards. Play 
provision is uniquely placed to offer children the chance to learn about risk in an 
environment designed for that purpose, and thus to help children equip themselves to 
deal with similar hazards in the wider world. 

The rationale above suggests that there are different ways of thinking about, and responding 
to, identified hazards than the way some site inspections might suggest.  This is not to 
criticise the judgments made. As already noted, if the brief is to inspect against standards, 
that is what the inspection will yield: notice of compliance and non-compliance.  However, 
too narrow a focus on the technical aspects of inspection may lead to the FC undermining or 
at least neutralising progress towards its key objectives. By way of example, in an inspection 
report on Jeskyn’s, a piece of farm machinery was identified as low risk, and yet the 
recommendation was for it to be removed.  The same report identified a structure as having 
‘overhanging branches on both sides of decking’, designated this low risk, and 
recommended that the branches be cut back to clear 2m from surface of decking.  The hop 
pole area is described as ‘uneven, overgrown surfacing’ causing ‘trip points’, designated low 
risk and followed by a recommendation to ‘consider improving surfacing and reducing 
tripping hazards’.   

 
                                                     Jeskyns 

The points to be drawn out are as follows: 

• farm machinery, low hanging branches, and uneven surfaces might legitimately be 
considered an integral part of being in countryside, forest and woodland – part of the 
experience the Forestry Commission is offering its visitors, part of learning through 
experience about countryside, forest and woodland  

• all were identified as low risk – in the light of FC wider objectives, is it reasonable to 
want to lower the risk further to the extent of totally eliminating the features 
identified? 

• might it not be reasonable to assume that if children and young people do not have 
the opportunity to encounter the type of hazards described, with the attendant (in 
these cases) low risk levels, then opportunities for learning about how to assess and 
respond to the real world will be undermined. In other words, it can be argued that a 
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lowering or elimination of the identified risks is as likely, perhaps more likely, to 
expose children and young people to higher levels of risk in the wider forest or 
woodland because they have been denied key, graduated learning experiences. 

In terms of future practice, there is a useful distinction to be drawn between two distinct, but 
overlapping, aspects of risk assessment.   The first is ‘technical inspection’ concerned 
primarily with such questions as, for example, the capacity of a structure to bear ‘x’ amount 
of weight.   The other aspect is what PLAYLINK hopes will increasingly be called ‘risk-benefit 
assessment’5.  The primary focus here is making judgments about what constitutes an 
acceptable level of risk in relation to the potential benefits of an activity.  These are to a 
significant extent value-based judgments; judgments to be made by the Forestry 
Commission to make – this includes making judgments about the weight it accords to 
external advice and guidance.   

It was noted that some staff are not clear, and have some anxiety, about how to address 
questions of risk, risk assessment and management, and the role of industry standards in 
FC play provision.  

16. Recommendations 
R10. The Forestry Commission initiates an organisation-wide process to develop, and 

adopt, a formal play policy. 

R11. FC clarifies its position in respect of standards; that is, that are one reference point 
among others to be taken into account when designing play opportunities. 

R12. FC ensures that play space/equipment inspections and risk assessments are aligned 
with its position on standards. 

R13. FC facilitates one or more workshops on risk, risk assessment and management (this 
could form part of the play policy development process) 

17. Teenagers 
PLAYLINK takes it as a matter of fact that, in general terms, teenagers enjoy and benefit 
from engaging with forest and woodland.   Engaging with forest and woodland is not simply a 
matter of ‘letting off steam’, or participating in structured activities or sport.  There is pleasure 
and value in mucking about, sitting around with friends, experiencing a sense of space, 
hearing bird song, spotting wild animals, and in the direct apprehension of the seasons and 
the changes they bring.   

And yet there are significant barriers to attracting teenagers to the FC estate.  One reason is 
that most areas require a car to reach them and therefore the effective gatekeeper to FC 
areas are adults, often parents.   Teenagers do not necessarily want to be with parents in 
their free time.  We might say that there is a negative correlation between the on-set of 
adolescence and the desire to participate in family outings.   There are attractions 
elsewhere.  In one sense, this should not be the source of too much FC concern: different 
phases of life prompt different interests, the implication being that interests change over 
time.   

It is beyond the remit of this brief to consider the degree to which more structured activities – 
for example, Go-ape, mountain biking – are capable of attracting teenagers to forest and 
woodland.  One can speculate that further in-roads can be made here, probably through 
youth, sports and activity groups.    
                                                 
5 Risk assessment is more usefully understood as, and explicitly named, ‘risk-benefit assessment’ on 
the grounds that risks cannot be assessed in the absence of making judgments about the potential 
benefits of an activity.  However, for the purposes of this report, the term risk assessment will be 
used.  
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But PLAYLINK was delighted by the sight of two 15 year old teenagers playing on their own 
in the river at Hamsterley at the time of our visit (though they had been brought by car to the 
area by parents who regularly walk or cycle in the forest), and of evidence of do-it-yourself 
rope swings attached to tree branches (this likely to have been done by youngsters on an 
organised overnight trip).   These observations perfectly encapsulate the dilemma 
confronting the Forestry Commission: teenagers enjoy the non-structured, free play 
opportunities of forest and woodland once there.  But how are they to get there without an 
adult?  

 
                             Hamsterley 

The challenge of attracting teenagers to FC land may be more about addressing the 
availability and cost of transport to and from FC areas, and about publicity and promotion, 
than about the nature of the offer the FC has to make.    

18. Recommendations 
R14. Consider ways in which transport barriers to teenagers independently reaching FC 

areas can be overcome by, for example, piloting a once a week free transport run 
from local towns to FC areas. 

R15. Ensure publicity promotes the richness of the FC ‘offer’ to teenagers. 

19. Publicity and promotion 
A review of the Forestry Commission web site suggests that play could usefully be more 
prominently represented on the home page (it is accepted that what appears on the home 
page of any organisation is the result of a trade off between often equally worthy activity 
areas).  Perhaps more important, added emphasis needs to be given to non-conventional, 
forest-wide play opportunities.  Pictures here really are worth a thousand words.   The 
current focus tends to be on the more conventional equipment-based play offer – for 
example, ‘adventurous play’ at Bedgebury. 

Promotion of the forest and woodland as playable space as a whole needs to be a feature of 
all publicity, whether in terms of interpretation boards or leaflets and newsletters.  This is 
linked to, but distinct from, promoting, for example, organised den-building.          

Part of FC’s task is to change the perception of what constitutes a quality play opportunity.  It 
is surely counter productive to focus publicity primarily on the more conventional play offer, 
when the aim is to move young visitors into forest and woodland as a whole.  Once again, it 
is accepted that offering play opportunities is part of wider strategy to attract visitors to the 
FC estate.  This tension between the need to generate visitor numbers and at the same time 
meet the key play objective was recognised earlier in this report.  
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20. Recommendation 
R16. Review play promotion and publicity with a view to more strongly representing play 

opportunities in forest and woodlands as a whole and the ‘non-conventional’ play 
offers. 

21. Organisational processes and structures – embedding play-led landscape design  
Managers of individual sites fulfil a client role in the creation of play opportunities.  Forestry 
Commission landscape architects fulfil the role of contracted specialist to the client.  
Although in some sense cost centres, the 5.5 full time equivalent FC landscape architects 
deliver their services to individual projects/sites at no cost to the development project.  The 
role of landscape architect can vary across sites and regions, sometimes designing a whole 
scheme, sometimes simply in a consultancy role.   Managers have considerable autonomy – 
they are not required to work with the landscape architects.  Managers can if they wish 
simply buy play equipment from a catalogue.   In all the sites that were the subject of this 
assessment, however, landscape architects fulfilled an active design role, even in cases 
where some equipment was purchased.  

Historically, and in fact still primarily the current position, physical developments of any sort 
within the FC estate would be contracted to engineering companies. To that extent, 
development is engineer-led. Partly for reasons of clarity in terms of locating accountability 
(and liability), commission practice has been to appoint a main (engineering) contractor, with 
specialist work being undertaken by sub-contractors, always responsible to the main 
contractor.  So far as the creation of play provision is concerned, this engineering-led 
approach may have been perfectly adequate when limited to the purchase and installation of 
conventional, standard play equipment.   FC’s more recent experience suggests that the 
move away from conventional equipped playgrounds, to designed and landscaped ‘playable’ 
space, requires that the structure and process of dealing with specifically play environments 
needs to change.   

To some extent, changes have already taken place.  It is reported that, in contrast to practice 
at Jeskyns, at Westonbirt and Rosliston, for example, the engineering and landscape design 
functions were more clearly delineated.  This allowed the engineers to prepare the site, 
without getting involved in the play and landscape design aspects.  The engineers effectively 
prepared the site to a hand-over condition helpful to the design and landscaping process 
that was to follow.  In the words of one of the landscape architects, this created the space for 
each specialism to ‘do what they were good at’.   This realignment of responsibilities needs 
to be refined and formalised and become standard FC practice.  This is perhaps particularly 
pressing in the light of FC’s commitment to create non-standardised playable spaces.  The 
implementation of designed, landscaped schemes almost always means that fine tuning, 
and a capacity to respond to unforeseen circumstances, is required.  This process needs to 
be led and controlled by the designer or landscape architect.  

In all the sites that PLAYLINK visited there was landscape architect involvement.  The 
degree to which this is the case across the commission’s estate has not been examined.   
To ensure a consistency of basic approach – commitment to the play design principles, for 
example – across the commission’s estate, it may be appropriate to devise protocols that 
ensure the involvement of landscape architects  in all play project, whether to a greater or 
lesser degree. 

22. Recommendation 
R17. Review organisational processes and structures for implementing play schemes with 

the aim of ensuring that the process is design-led. 
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23. Budgets, year-end spends – the need for flexibility 
Some things cannot be known in advance.  How a planned space will in practice be used is 
one of them.   The durability of materials will sometimes vary from that predicted, sometimes 
because of higher than anticipated levels of use, or simply because a mistake was made in 
the original choice – something only learned with hindsight.    For these reasons alone, it is 
unhelpful when budgets and date-controlled spending targets undermine the possibility of 
undertaking remedial or additional works on notionally ‘completed’ schemes, the requirement 
for which only emerges through and after use.    

A good example of planning sustainability for revenue costs for play spaces by FC is shown 
in the LIVIA project. There is a budget commitment of £58,200 for 5 year maintenance of 
both play areas on LIVIA. 
24. Recommendation 
R18. Consideration to be given to building into design and landscape budgets a capacity 

to spend after the notional completion or handover date. 

25. Maintenance 
PLAYLINK found no systemic or widespread concerns about maintenance, though at 
Rosliston it was felt that maintenance considerations needed to have higher priority.  
Looking ahead, if the recommendation in respect of water forming a key part of the play offer 
is implemented, at least in some areas, then there are likely to be maintenance implications. 
This underscores the point made earlier in respect of delivering water play: keep the 
technology simple. 

26. Conclusion 
This report concludes as it began, with an acknowledgement of what has been achieved by 
the Forestry Commission and its staff and volunteers.   Questions and comments in this 
report are to be understood in the light of this essentially positive assessment. 

The questions this report raises are directed towards probing fundamental ideas and modes 
of practice. Key points made include the need to: 

• move away from the idea that play space or play equipment need be ‘age-bounded’ 

• ensure that ‘consultation’ processes support the creation of play opportunities in line 
with FC values and objectives 

• address issues arising from the necessary relationship of risk to play 

• align promotion and publicity with the key play objective - the play potential of the 
forest and woodland should be highlighted. 

Responses to the questions raised in this report revolve around the application of values and 
judgment, and therefore the stuff of debate and perhaps some contention.  But there is no 
avoiding such questions.   The answers offered will fundamentally affect the nature of future 
practice in the creation of play spaces, and affect how the vital task of drawing in younger 
generations to the wonders of nature is undertaken.  
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Brief overview of areas visited 

Bedgebury 
Play opportunities 

• new natural play areas: 

• make a statement about FC commitment to natural play;  
• encourages new family groups to visit Bedgebury by providing a play offer to children 

and families; 
• The play areas, imaginatively designed, invite play; 
• location offers opportunity to use the play space as an invitation to wider exploration 

of the forest and connecting people with trees in the wider forest environment; 
• presents opportunity to engage with the forest as play spaces are located throughout 

the forest; 
• unique individual designs that are not available anywhere else. 

Considerations 

• location 15 minutes walk from the arrival car park in order to meet Active England’s 
priorities; 

• staff observation suggests playground acts as a stepping stone to exploring the rest 
of the forest; 

• keep area of boggy area from flood water; 

• arrival point confusing and competing with each other e.g.. Go-ape and play area; 

• consider alternative treatment of boundary to current fencing of ship wreck play area; 

• consider realignment of play offers to avoid clash with Go-ape installations. 

PLAYLINK met with Paul Cordle and David Hiscock. 

 
                             Bedgebury 
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Jeskyns 
Play opportunities:  

• dispersed across the site; 

• iconic, individually designed tree house; 

• sand pit and bark area traversed by tree; tree trunk stepping stones;  

• hop poles aesthetically pleasing;  

• cone pool, novel idea; good use of materials; 

• Water – Henhurst Lake used the most for play within the Jeskyns site. 

Considerations 

• tree house could perhaps have had more play features; 

• water supply to sand pit area would greatly enhance the feature; 

• hop poles don’t speak for themselves as a play offer and are not that well used;   

• develop land form e.g. banking, particularly in main fenced play area to provide 
sense of enclosure and shelter 

• more seating and shade around the site would be beneficial; 

• pill boxes in cone area have not quite worked as intended; 

• spiral seating area near car park not particularly used well used. 

Jeskyns a new site at early stages of development. Plantings have yet to mature. 

PLAYLINK met with Kathryn Upson, Denise Culley, Ian Stewart, Roger Worthington. 

 

 
                               Jeskyns 
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Hamsterley 
Play opportunities  

• ‘traditional’ playground near car park; 

• new ‘natural’ Playspace adjacent to original playground - change from traditional play 
offer;  

• mounds created, willow planting, stones from local quarry used as dividing boundary; 

• conceived as alternative and additional offer to children and families; 

• location aims to be offer pathway to wider forest;  

• site very much ‘in’ forest area, adjacent to river 

• cost only £1,000 to implement, plus the Landscape Architects and volunteers’ time. 

Considerations 

• develop further play offers within deeper forest; 

• merge traditional play area with new natural play areas through bridging, landforming 
and removal of separation fencing.  

PLAYLINK met with Russell Bailey, Neil Taylor, Richard Gilchrist. 

 

 

       Hamsterley 
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LIVIA 
Clifton Green & Robin Hood Sidings   

Play opportunities 

• Clifton Green play area comprises play equipment,  modern and metal interspersed 
with natural features;  the equipment is surrounded by bark surfacing; 

• there is no fencing, and this contributes to the feeling that the play area is part of its 
wider setting;  

• use of boulders, wooden beams, land moulding, is to be commended;  

• play area is set within a parkland style landscape, with existing trees, some new tree 
planting, grasses and wildflowers, the aim being to create a visual & mental link to 
the wider community woodland; 

• play area was designed with three zones in mind: toddler, active, and social.  There 
are no physical barriers between them, the thinking being that children of any age 
can try any piece of equipment in any zone 

• maintenance built into sustainability. 

Considerations 

• consultation process potentially limited potential; 

• criteria for choosing equipment based on durability and ease of repair rather than 
criteria about risk/challenge,  and capacity to sustain children’s interest;  

• timber was used as a trial. It survived and is well used; with hindsight more timber 
could be used and in a more challenging way; 
 

• the gravel challenge – could have been more robust when challenged by police;  
 

• art project – having art as a separate phase did not work; 
 

• the play areas, imaginatively designed, invite play. 

PLAYLINK met with Lindsey Houston, Andy Glover, Adam Davison (Newlands). 
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Westonbirt 
 

Play opportunities 
 

• makes a statement about FC commitment to natural play environments and planned 
development of play trails; 

• Exploratree  designed for younger children age five and under. FC research showed 
this age group underprovided for; 

• move away from traditional Westonbirt experience; 
• aims to encourage new family groups to visit; 
• provides play offer for families and young children close to arrival point and visitor 

infrastructure; 
• other play opportunities being created, some in close proximity, others five to ten 

minutes walk, from Exporatree play space; 
• volunteers involved in building bespoke play structures. 

 
Considerations 

• play area near car park/visitor centre; evidence this may deter wider exploration of 
forest; 

• promotion material needs to emphasise play trail offer; 
• outdoor educational space could be used for wider use than organised groups; 
• seating spaces within play trail to encourage visitors to spend time in space. 

PLAYLINK met with Ben Oliver, Chris Meakin, Helen Hastings-Spittle, Tony Pearce 
(volunteer).  

 

Westonbirt
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Rosliston 
 

Play opportunities 
• new natural play area; 
• engagement, not simply ‘consultation’, allowed children to think of the natural world 

and relate to it;  
• developed in line with FC commitment to create nature-based play settings; 
• alternative and additional play offer to children and families; 
• relatively low cost enhancement providing significant benefits including sand, mud 

and water play; 
• location offer opportunity to engage with deep forest away from visitor infrastructure;   
• fifteen minute walk through forest to get to play offer 
• the natural play area encourages visitors to explore the wider forest because of its 

location.  
 
Considerations 

• maintenance of new play area requires greater priority; 
• removal of fencing by under-fives play area by car park. 

PLAYLINK met with Jason Maclean, Debbie Chesterman (site management Company).  

 

 

Rosliston 
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Appendix One 

PLAYLINK and consultation  
Dialogue, not consultation - show, explore, learn, engage 
Our aim is to stimulate informed decision-making about places for play. This cannot be 
achieved in the absence of some understanding about play, and the possibilities that 
creative and intelligent design can offer. Of equal importance is the need to develop a 
shared understanding of play spaces' potential in use: the need to create opportunities for 
beneficial risk-taking, to offer opportunities to be alone and with others, to be active and still 
and much more. 

Dialogue, not consultation - consultation too often produces identikit, fenced, nowhere-in-
particular places full of woeful, brightly coloured equipment perched atop garish and 
expensive rubber 'safety' surfaces. Our purpose is to counter these negative outputs through 
dialogue and learning. 

Show, explore, learn and engage - we work with local communities and agencies to push the 
boundaries of possibility and thinking. We engage using a range of materials including the 
'Places for Play' and 'Places of Woe: Places of Possibility' exhibitions and content from our 
risk assessment workshops. Our aim is to create knowledgeable decision-makers, aware of 
the possibilities open to them. 'Choice' only becomes meaningful when understood in these 
terms. 
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Appendix Two 
Extract on disability and play from PLAYLINK’s play policy  

What we mean by 'all' children 
 
We believe that all children and young people want and need opportunities to play.  Play 
provision should be welcoming and accessible to every child, irrespective of gender, 
economic or social circumstances, ethnic or cultural background or origin, or individual 
abilities.   
 
We intend that play provision shall meet the play needs of disabled children and those with 
special needs within inclusive provision.  Some children will require additional support to 
ensure that they have access to the best possible play opportunities and some children will 
need and want to have access to specialist as well as inclusive provision.   
 

‘Children and young people with disabilities have an equal if not greater need 
for opportunities to take risks, since they may be denied the freedom of 
choice enjoyed by their non-disabled peers.’ 
Play Safety Forum Position Statement 

 
We want places for play to be accessible to children and young people.  This does not mean 
that everything within a play setting has to be accessible to every child.   One key aim is that 
disabled children and young people should be able to engage socially - as distinct from 
being able to 'do' everything - with others using the playground. 
 
It would be illogical to aim to have every aspect of every play place accessible to 'all' children 
and young people. Children and young people have a range of abilities, capacities and 
interests, and these change over time. At any one time an individual will not want to, or feel 
unable to, or simply be uninterested in, 'doing' something or other. 
 
We understand that disabled children and young people need, as much as other children, 
opportunities to stretch themselves, overcome fears, make mistakes, to fail and to succeed.  
It is therefore counter-productive to make everything within a play space easy to access, or 
immediately usable by every child and young person. 
 
A key factor is making places for play good for all children is that they are designed rather 
than simply equipped. 
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